
NEW

Multiple wrapping around 
the finger for optimum grib.

NEW
Long plasters for 
QuickFix plaster dispenser

Now long plasters in the sizes 12 x 2 cm are available for the QuickFix plaster 
dispenser.

The breathable long plasters are available in the versions Elastic and Detectable 
Long, and they perfectly adapt to the movements of the skin.

The long plasters are unpacked automatically like all other QuickFix plaster types 
by simply pulling them out of the dispenser. Then only a further short handle and 
the long plasters can be put on the wound quickly and simply with one hand.
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Simply apply to the 
wound and back to 
work.
The long plaster can be used with 
only one hand – quick, simple and 
hygienic.

Pull the long plaster from the 
dispenser, and the plaster is 
ready for use immediately.

Plaster dispenser including 2 x 30 units Elastic Long
Elastic Long plaster for multiple wrapping around the finger. The elastic and breathable 
material adapts to the movements of the skin and provides high application comfort. 
Suitable for a broad range of cut injuries and wounds. Optimum grip even when heavily 
stressed.
Packaging: Dispenser size:  23 x 13.5 cm

Plaster dispenser including 2 x 30 units Detectable Long
Detectable Long plaster with integrated metal surface for multiple wrapping around the 
finger. The optically eye-catching blue long plaster is traceable with the use of a metal 
detector. Optimum grip even when heavily stressed in hygienic sensible areas (e.g. food 
processing industry, kitchens etc.).
The elastic and breathable material adapts to the movements of the skin and provides 
high application comfort.
Packaging: Dispenser size:  23 x 13.5 cm

Elastic Long Refill
Refill including 30 Elastic Long plasters. For the refill of the QuickFix plaster dispenser 
and for single usage.
Packaging: Plaster size: 12 x 2 cm

Detectable Long Refill
Refill including 30 Detectable Long plasters. For the refill of the QuickFix plaster 
dispenser and for single usage.
Packaging: Plaster size: 12 x 2 cm

You can put the plaster on 
with only one hand.

Remove remaining foil and 
put on.
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Our QuickFix long plasters offer you 
the following benefits:

Higher protection for longer cut injuries and finger wounds
Multiple wrapping around the finger gives better paste and longer stay-on
High application comfort due to the elastic and breathable material
Easy handling - quickly back to work
High hygiene standard - each plaster is packed separately
Multiple combinations with various QuickFix plasters in the QuickFix dispenser 
Less consumption - serveral smaller plasters on top of each other are no more required


